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Echelon is all set to produce highly skilled,
skilled
trained, competent and confident engineers
having passion for Technology with positive
attitude, self-respect, discipline and an urge
to become successful professionals and
responsible citizens.

1. To provide quality technical education with an aim to
produce engineers of high professional competence
and integrity.
2. To so sharpen original and creative thinking of students
that with their innovative ideas they can provide cost
effective business solutions and help build a strong
India.
3. To promote research and development in close
association with other Technical Institutions of high
repute and successful industrial/business houses.
4. To encourage students to participate in sports, cocurricular and extra - curricular activities so as to
develop their communication skills, team spirit,
managerial capabilities and leadership qualities.
5. To help our students grow as highly awakened and
responsible citizens,
citizens committed to build bridges of
understanding, peace and harmony amongst people.

Visionn off the Depa
Visi
Department
t ent off C
Computer
p te
Science and Engineering
To create competent computer professionals,
having ethical and moral values, ability to
solve real world problems and capability to
adapt the rapid changes occurring in the
technology.

Mission of the Department of Computer
Science and Engineering
1. To ensure sufficient technological exposure to the
students in order to create tech-savvy
professionals.
2. To regularly update the labs keeping in view the
requirement
i
off the
h current industry
i d
scenario.
i
3. To extend effective counseling and career
guidance facility to the students to help them
achieve
hi
th i goal.
their
g l
4. To have well qualified and competent faculty able
to impart quality technical education.
5. To encourage faculty and staff to pursue higher
education and research.
6 To encourage faculty and staff to participate in
6.
seminars and workshops to keep themselves
abreast of the- state-of-the-art technology.

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEOs)
Preparation: To prepare students to apply their
knowledge and multifaceted skills to be employed and
excel in Computer professional careers and/or to
continue their education in computer science and/or
related post graduate programmes.
Core Competence: To provide students with Core
Competence in mathematical, scientific and basic
engineering fundamentals necessary to formulate,
analyze and solve hardware/software engineering
problems and/or also to pursue advanced study or
research.
Technical Competence: To train students with good
breadth of knowledge in core areas of Information
Technology and related engineering so as to comprehend
engineering trade-offs, analyze, design, and synthesize
data and technical concepts to create novel products and
solutions for the real life problems.
Professionalism: To inculcate in students to maintain
high professionalism and ethical standards, effective oral
and written communication skills, to work as part of
teams on multidisciplinary projects and diverse
professional environments, and relate engineering issues
to the society, global economy and to emerging
technologies.
Learning Environment: To provide learning environment
awareness of the life-long learning needed for a
successful professional career and to introduce them to
written ethical codes and guidelines, perform excellence,
leadership and demonstrate good citizenship.

Program Outcomes:
a. An abilityy to apply
pp y knowledge
g of mathematics, p
probability,
y
statistics, science, electronics, electrical and mechanical
engineering as applicable to computer science and
engineering.
b. An ability to design and conduct experiments, as well as to
organize, analyze and interpret data to produce
meaningful conclusions and recommendations.
c. An ability to design hardware and software systems,
components, or processes to meet desired needs within
realistic constraints such as economic, environmental,
social,
political,
ethical,
health
and
safety,
manufacturability, and sustainability.
d. An ability to work individually or as a member with
responsibility to function on multi-disciplinary teams.
e. An ability to identify, formulate and solve computing
problems, accounting for the interaction between
hardware and software.
f. An understanding of professional, legal, and ethical issues
and responsibilities.
g. An ability to communicate effectively in speech and in
writing, including documentation of hardware and software
systems.
h. An ability to show the understanding of impact of
engineering solutions in a global on the society, economic
& environmental.
i. Demonstrate an ability to acquire new knowledge in the
computing
ti discipline
di i li and
d to
t engage in
i life-long
lif l
l
learning.
i
j. Knowledge of contemporary issues in the social sciences
and the humanities using computational tools.
k. An ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern
engineering tools necessary for computer engineering
practice.
practice
l. An ability to compete in National level competitive
examinations for higher studies and jobs.
m. An Ability to acquire Entrepreneurship and Leadership
qualities.

Greeting!
Welcome to the Department of Computer Science and Engineering! Today, our
department has become maturer where both graduate and postgraduate
programmes run successfully despite global recession and location constraint. I
would like to share with you some of the highlights of the department.
The department is deeply committed to provide excellent quality of graduate and
postgraduate education, in terms of highly qualified faculty with prestigious
credentials coupled with state
state‐of‐the‐art
of the art facilities. Most of our faculty members
have been recognized for their outstanding teaching by the renowned
professional bodies and are registered in reputed universities for Ph.D
programme.
The department offers many opportunities to expand the intellectual horizons of
both the students and the faculty through distinguished‐lecture series,
series student
clubs, and innovative projects. The department, with a right mix of creative
talents, use of innovative technologies and strong relationships with various
industries, provides the best opportunity to the students to attain technical
excellence in the field of computer science and emerging technologies and
develop a comprehensive and integrated personality.
Academics is always on our top most priority. Our motive is to produce good
quality computer professionals who are adaptable to the changing environment,
with all‐round managerial capabilities and commitment to the society. I am
committed to make the department of Computer Science and Engineering as the
best in NCR.
Dr. Manoj Wadhwa
Head Of Department
(Computer Science and Engineering Department)
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Virtual computing allows computer users remote access to software
applications and processes when they need it. Users gain access via the
Internet through a wireless or network server. For a fee, users can
boost their computers' capabilities, size, performance, processes
and/or software applications whenever they need it. This real‐time
t h l
technology
offers:
ff
•Operating and utility systems
•Storage
•Memory
•Software
•Allocation and reassignment of input/output and other processes
•Data backup
•Automated problem solving and troubleshooting
•Tools for monitoring and managing systems
Users can access software applications for a single computer or an
entire network because of the ability to select only what you need
when you need it. They also can save or back up data and text
documents to a virtual server (thus freeing space on individual
computers) and reallocate or assign different processes to the virtual
environment. This enables computers to operate at optimal speeds.
Virtual computing initially began as a method of borrowing space or
storage for computer systems, but it's since grown significantly, offering
data and software applications, as well as operating and utility systems.
The corporate environment most commonly uses it, where IT system
managers run multiple applications on several servers.
Aakash kaushik
10‐cse‐1001
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Companies earlier used Spreadsheets, Microsoft Access to maintain data entry
for decades. It introduced a lot of complexity and redundancy in data.
Maintaining and extracting data required going through huge sheets. To
overcome all this ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) was introduced. The term
ERP was coined in 1990 by Gartner Group. Since then, ERP based softwares are
also applied on large scale in non‐ IT companies. ERP concentrated on the
centralization of data within an organization. The most popular achievement in
the field of ERP is “SAP” software.
What does SAP stand for?
SAP (pronounced ess‐aye‐pea not sap) is based in Walldorf, Germany and is the
world's largest enterprise software company. SAP's foundation is built upon the
concepts of specialization and integration.
SAP was founded in 1972 in Mannheim, Germany by a group of ex‐IBM
engineers
The original meaning is “Systems
Systems, Applications and Products in Data
Processing” a literal translation of the German wording.
It’s ranked #1 ERP software.. Why?
SAP is used in Industries for increasing the communication between various
departments within the organization. SAP (also known as ERP) helps maintain a
highly updated and rigorous database. It uses centralized servers for storage of
data For two decades,
data.
decades SAP has helped many companies and organizations to
achieve a highly balanced database architecture. Another reason to contribute
to the success of SAP is that it completely solves the problem of data
redundancy to the root of it. It makes use of LSMW( Legacy System Migration
Workbench) for transfer of data directly from Excel sheets and Word files so
there is no need of writing of writing each and every record into the SAP
d b
database.
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Options in SAP : “Modules”
In B.tech we have streams like CSE, ECE etc., SAP alse has streams; these streams are
termed as modules. SAP provides a versatile specialization modules, like:
•FI/CO (Finance & controlling)
•HR (Human Resource)
•PP (Production Planning)
•MM(Material Management )
•SD (Sales & Distribution)
•PM ((Plant Maintenance))
•PS (Project System)
•QM (Quality Management)
•BIW (Business Information Warehousing)
•CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
•SCM (Supply Chain Management)
•ABAP
ABAP ( Advanced Business Application Programming)

Jobs In SAP??
SAP is not a guaranteed way to financial success until and unless you are very good
at it. SAP is used in 75,000 companies over the world ( as in 2001). Due to its high
efficiency many organizations are continuously implementing SAP in their
efficiency,
Information Technology Infrastructure. There are jobs in SAP but another factor
comes into play, are the “modules”. As of date SAP has more than 35 modules. So, it
is essential that we choose the right module. SAP salary ranges from an average of
Rs. 3 lack to Rs. 80 lacks a year depending upon the extent to which one is proficient
in it.
Learning SAP in India
Major tycoons that provide SAP courses in India are:
•Atos India (formerly known as Siemens IT Solutions and Services Pvt. Ltd.)
•NIIT ( National Institute of Information Technology)
•Genovate
If you want to find out more, go to : www.scn.sap.com
www.sap.com

Anjali Verma
10 – CSE ‐ 1009
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E‐intelligence
g
systems
y
provide internal business users, tradingg p
p
partners, and
corporate clients rapid and easy access to the e‐business information, applications,
and services they need in order to compete effectively and satisfy customer needs.
They offer many business benefits to organizations in exploiting the power of the
Internet. For example, e‐intelligence systems give the organization the ability to:
•Integrate e‐business operations into the traditional business environment, giving
business users a complete view of all corporate business operations and
information.
• Help business users make informed decisions based on accurate and consistent e‐
business information that is collected and integrated from e‐business applications.
This business information helps business users optimize Web‐based offerings
(products offered,
offered pricing and promotions,
promotions service and support,
support and so on) to match
marketplace requirements and analyze business performance with respect to
competitors and the organization’s business‐performance objectives.Assist e‐
business applications in profiling and segmenting e‐business customers. Based on
this information, businesses can personalize their Web pages and the products and
services they offer.
E t d the
Extend
th business
b i
i t lli
intelligence
environment
i
t outside
t id the
th corporate
t firewall,
fi
ll
helping the organization share internal business information with trading partners.
Sharing this information will let it optimize the product supply chain to match the
demand for products sold through the Internet and minimizes the costs of
maintaining inventory.
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Extend the business intelligence environment outside the corporate firewall to
key corporate clients, giving them access to business information about their
accounts.
With this information, clients can analyze and tune their business relationships
with other organization, improving client service and satisfaction.
Link e‐business applications with business intelligence and collaborative
processing applications, allowing internal and external users to seamlessly move
among different systems.
As corporations move rapidly toward deploying e‐business systems, the lack of
business intelligence facilities in these systems prevents decision makers from
exploiting the full potential of the Internet as a sales, marketing, and support
channel. To solve this problem, vendors are rapidly enhancing their business
intelligence offerings to capture the data flowing through e‐business
e business systems and
integrate it with the information that traditional decision‐making systems
manage and analyze. These enhanced business intelligence or e‐intelligence
systems may provide significant business benefits to traditional brick‐and‐mortar
companies as well as new dot‐com ones as they build e‐business environments.
Organizations
O
i ti
h
have
b
been
successfully
f ll using
i
d ii
decision
processing
i
products,
d t
including data warehouse and business intelligence tools, for the past several
years to optimize day‐to‐day business operations and to leverage enterprise‐wide
corporate data for a competitive advantage. The advent of the Internet and
corporate extranets has propelled many of these organizations toward the use of
e‐business applications to further improve business efficiency, decrease costs and
increase revenues ‐ and to compete with new dot.com companies appearing in
the marketplace.
Organizations have, over the years, successfully employed business intelligence
tools like OLAP and data warehousing to improve the supply of business
information to end users for cross industry applications like finance and customer
relationship management, and in vertical markets such as retail, manufacturing,
healthcare, banking, financial services, telecommunications, and utilities. In the
recent years, the Internet has opened up an entirely new channel for marketing
and selling products. Companies are taking to e‐business in a big way. The issue
facing end users as organizations deploy e‐business systems is that they do have
to have the same business intelligence capabilities available to them in e‐business
systems as they do in the traditional corporate operating environment. This
prevents businesses from exploiting the full power of the Internet as a sales and
marketing
channel.
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The building blocks of new, sophisticated, intelligent data housing applications are
now intelligent
i lli
e‐services.
i
A e‐service
An
i is
i any asset made
d available
il bl via
i the
h Internet
I
to drive new revenue streams or create new efficiencies. What makes e‐services
valuable is not only the immediacy of the service, but also the intelligence behind
the service. While traditional data warehousing meant simple business rules,
simple queries and pro‐active work to take advantage of the Web, E‐Intelligence is
much more sophisticated and enables the Web to work on our behalf.
Combining intelligence with e‐services promises exciting business opportunities.
An e‐intelligence system builds on and extends existing business intelligence tools
and
applications,
including
enterprise,
information
portals.

MEGHA JHAMB
10‐cse‐1060
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Fourth Generation (4G) mobile technology is a set of standards for providing broadband
Internet access to devices like cellphones and tablets. Though it first became available in the
US in 2009,
2009 no specific technologies were officially designated as 4G until 2011.
2011 Despite this,
this
many devices were labeled as "4G" even though they did not meet the International
Telecommunication Union's (ITU) standards for the technology. The main difference
between it and previous standards is a big increase in data transfer speeds and the types of
media people can access with it.
Features
The general features for 4G mobile technology are laid out in International Mobile
Telecommunication‐Advanced (IMT‐A) standards written by the ITU. According to IMT‐A, 4G
mobile devices must be IP‐based and able to provide data speeds of up to 100 Megabits per
second (Mbps) when the device is being used while moving and up to 1 Gigabit per second
(Gbps) when stationary. All devices must also be able to be used for digital voice and rich
media,
di which
hi h includes
i l d things
thi
lik web
like
b pages with
ith streaming
t
i videos
id
or expandable
d bl banners.
b
Additionally, they have to provide certain types of security for the transmissions.
There are also a number of technical specifications, including things like the wireless
standard, radio interface, and frequency spectrum used. As of 2011, there were only two
technologies officially designated as 4G mobile: LTE‐Advanced and WiMax Release 2.
Though devices using these technologies can theoretically reach the data speeds and
functionality requirements set out by the ITU, the actual function varies according to the
network coverage, infrastructure, and location.
As Compared to 3G
The main difference between 4G mobile technology and the previous
standard, 3G technology,
gy in terms of end usage
g is the data transfer speeds
p
provided. This
p
means that users can access much more sophisticated data that requires a lot
of bandwidth very quickly. Depending on the service provider, however, 4G mobile devices
may be limited to specific zones for making phone calls that are generally smaller than the
areas covered by 3G. This means that people trying to make a call would have their call
dropped if they went outside the covered area. Some 4G phones also have much shorter
battery life than most 3G phones.
Vishali
11‐CSE‐2047
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Sony will ship a keyboardless PC in Japan. But it's not Tablet PC ‐ instead, this pen‐
operated, wireless‐enabled Windows XP machine will be pitched at mobile media.
The consumer electronics giant is billing the Vaio VGN‐U70 as the world's smallest
full‐function Windows PC. The unit measures 16.7 x 10.8 x 2.6cm and weighs just
550g. Much of the machine's face is taken up by an 800 x 600 transflective colour
LCD. The display can also operate at up to 1600 x 1200, but at this stage it's not clear
Apparently, there's a button you can press that reformats the display in portrait
mode, not unlike the way the PalmOne Tungsten T3's screen works.
The p
portrait mode is p
primarilyy intended to facilitate the device's use as an electronic
book. Sony also bundles stereo earphones with a remote control for private audio.
Indeed, the Sony machine is not unlike Bsquare's wireless Power Handheld.
The U70 is operated using a stylus, but the OS is Windows XP Pro rather than Tablet
PC Edition. Sony supplies a cradle into which the U50 can be placed and connected to
a Palm‐style full‐size foldaway USB keyboard and have its battery recharged. The
U50'ss stylus is an unusual design Sony calls "fin‐shaped",
U50
fin shaped , which can be attaches to
the machine or kept separate. It ships with Japanese character recognition software.
Driving the U70 is a 1GHz Ultra‐low Voltage Pentium M and Intel's i855GM
integrated chipset ‐ so yes, it's a Centrino machine. And, indeed, we find the machine
has an 802.11g Wi‐Fi adaptor built in. It also has a 20GB hard drive and 512MB RAM
The U70 will ship on 29 May for around ¥210,000
¥210 000 ($1871).
($1871) Sony will also offer a
lower spec. model, the U50, for ¥179,000 ($1595), which contains just 256MB of
memory and a 900MHz ULV Celeron processor. It ships with Windows XP Home .
Earlier, Sony launched the Librié 1000‐EP, arguably the world's first true electronic
book based on E‐Ink's non‐volatile display technology, the device is intended.
Rahul
R
h l Thakur
Th k
11‐CSE‐2038
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• PUNCTUALITY: “First impression is the last impression” If you reach your
interview venue on time, interviewer will get impressed by you for the first time,
as it also describes your time management level. Reaching the interview point too
early can also be a disadvantage for you.
•HANDSHAKE: Greetingg [[shakingg hands]] with the recruiters at the time of interview
is the important matter, it can be the biggest mistake you can ever make at the
time of the interview because greeting well shows your interest towards the job
you have applied.
•ATTIRE: If you want to look professional, you should be very careful even with the
attire you wear, be it only for the job interview or as an employee. During an
interview, the first way you can attract your employer is by wearing perfect
professional attire or dress.
•OVER‐CONFIDENCE: Sometimes, your overconfident behavior can also signify your
insecurity or your desperation to get that job. Telling phrases like, ‘No work was
completed in my previous office without my help’ etc, can show you as a over
confident person.
•EYE CONTACT: Having a perfect eye contact with the recruiter while interacting
with them is a must because it shows your confidence level and you can have a
better opportunity to impress them. If there are many recruiters who are
questioning you at the interview session, it is very good to shift your eyes on each
of the recruiters while answering their questions.
•PREPARATION: Recruiters analyze how well you are prepared for the interview in
j t a few
just
f minutes
i t after
ft you have
h
started
t t d conversing
i with
ith them.
th
S it is
So,
i better
b tt you
be prepared on all the basic things. Be ready to answer some of the most common
interview questions without any confusion in your mind. The recruiters also
expects you to be knowledgeable in the technical skills apart from just the
theoretical skills, so it’s better you have a sound knowledge on all these things.
• COMMUNICATION: Communicating well wherever you go will help you to build
good rapport with others. Communicating well is not just talking continuously with
others without any break. Communicating stands for being clear and sensible in
whatever you talk. Your conversation will only click when there is a two way
communication other than just one side communication.
•CONFIDENCE: Whenever you talk to someone, you should have confidence in
what yyou talk without anyy sought
g of confusion or doubt. You should also not worryy
about what they might think by the answer you give. Be well prepared before
appearing for the interview session with confidence as it can help you to impress
your
hiring
managers
in
a
very
good
way.
Shivani
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#10 Amazon
Website: www.amazon.com
Global rank: 10
Last year's rank: 15
Global reach: 5.778%
Global page views: 0.59674%
Sites linking in to Amazon: 1,073,767
Amazon.com, the American multinational company is a place where customers from all
around the world can find and discover almost everything they want to buy online. The site
has numerous features and services including one‐click buying, extensive customer and
editorial product reviews, gift registries, gift certificates, wish lists, restaurant and movie
listings, travel, and photo processing.

#9 QQ
Website: www.qq.com
Global rank: 9
Last year's rank: 10
Global reach: 7.506%
Global page views: 0.6388%
Sites linking in to qq: 429,006
qq.com is one of largest
qq
g and most used internet service p
portal in china. The website which
was founded in 1998 is owned by Tencent Holdings. Tencent's communications and
information‐sharing services include QQ.com, QQ Instant Messenger, QQ Mail, and search
engine SOSO. All are linked up with heavily used features such as forums, chat rooms, and
QQ Groups and so on.
12

#8 Twitter
Website: www.twitter.com
Global rank: 8
Last year's rank: 9
Global reach: 8.983%
Global page views: 0.4971%
Sites linkingg in to Twitter: 5,746,990
,
,
Twitter, the social networking and micro blogging site is the eighth most popular website in
the world. Its users spread all over the world. The site has been online for more than twelve
years. Twitter's visitors spend roughly eight minutes per visit and 46 seconds per page
view.
#7 Windows Live
Website: www.live.com
Global rank: 7
Last year's rank: 8
Global reach: 10.191%
10 191%
Global page views: 0.6783%
Sites linking in to Live: 151,134
The Microsoft owned Windows Live, a collective set of services, most of them based on web
is the seventh most popular website in the world.
#6 Wikipedia
Website: www.wikipedia.org
Global rank: 6
Last year's rank: 7
Global reach: 13.644%
Global page views: 0.5224%
Sites linking in to Wikipedia: 1,934,190
Wikipedia,
p
the collaborativelyy edited, multilingual,
g
free encyclopedia
y p
is the sixth most
popular website in the world. It is built using the wiki software which allows users to create
and edit websites through a browser.
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#5 Baidu
Website: www.baidu.com
Global rank: 5
Last year's rank: 6
Global reach: 11.461%
Global page views: 1.8525%
Sites linking in to Baidu: 310,140
Baidu is China
China’ss favorite search engine
engine. It offers many services including its Chinese
language search engine for websites, audio files, and images. It is the first one to
offer WAP and PDA based mobile search in China. It has been online for more than
12 years.

#4 Yahoo!
Y h !
Website: www.yahoo.com
Global rank: 4
Last year's rank: 4
Global reach: 21.533%
Global page views: 1.3239%
Sites linking in to Yahoo: 1,787,700
The major internet portal and service provider, which is travelling through lot of
catastrophes recently, is still the fourth most popular website of the world. It offers
many things ranging from search results to customizable contents to chat rooms.
The website has visitors from all over the world.

#3 YouTube
Website: www.youtube.com
Global rank: 3
Last year's rank: 3
Global reach: 32.698%
Global page views: 4.0823%
Sites linking in to YouTube: 3,198,073
YouTube, the world’s favorite video viewing destination is the third most popular
website. No matter in which corner of the world they are, people shoot and upload
videos to this Google owned service. The website has been online for more than
seven years.
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#2 Facebook
Website: www.facebook.com
Website
www facebook com
Global rank: 2
Last year's rank: 2
Global reach: 45.094%
Global page views: 5.7886%
Sites linking in to Facebook: 7,047,911
World’s largest social network is the second most popular website. It has users from each
and every corner of the world. The site has been online since 2004.
#1 Google
Website: www.google.com
Global rank: 1
Last year's rank: 1
Global reach: 48.318%
Global page views: 5.3069%
Sites linkingg in to Google:
g 4,481,542
,
,
Google is the world’s largest and most popular search engine. The service which offers
unique features of its own, including image and voice search is visited by people looking for
information about each and everything in the world. The site has been online for at least 14
years.

Nishant Chugh
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Today, when we call most large companies, a person doesn't usually answer the
phone. Instead, an automated voice recording answers and instructs you to
press buttons to move through option menus. Many companies have moved
beyond requiring you to press buttons, though. Often you can just speak certain
words (again, as instructed by a recording) to get what you need. The system
that makes this possible is a type of speech recognition program ‐‐ an
automated phone system.
You an also use speech recognition software in homes and businesses. A range
of software products allows users to dictate to their computer and have their
words converted to text in a word processing or e‐mail document. You can
access function commands,
commands such as opening files and accessing menus,
menus with
voice instructions. Some programs are for specific business settings, such as
medical or legal transcription.
People with disabilities that prevent them from typing have also adopted
speech‐recognition systems. If a user has lost the use of his hands, or for visually
i
impaired
i d users when
h it
i is
i not possible
ibl or convenient
i
to use a Braille
B ill keyboard,
k b d
the systems allow personal expression through dictation as well as control of
many computer tasks. Some programs save users' speech data after every
session, allowing people with progressive speech deterioration to continue to
dictate to their computers.

Current programs fall into two categories:
•Small‐vocabulary/many‐users
These systems are ideal for automated telephone answering. The users can
speak with a great deal of variation in accent and speech patterns, and the
system will still understand them most of the time. However, usage is limited to
a small number of predetermined commands and inputs, such as basic menu
options or numbers.
16

•Large‐vocabulary/limited‐users
These systems work best in a business environment where a small number of users
will work with the program. While these systems work with a good degree of
accuracy (85 percent or higher with an expert user) and have vocabularies in the
tens of thousands, you must train them to work best with a small number of
primary users. The accuracy rate will fall drastically with any other user.
Speech recognition systems made more than 10 years ago also faced a choice
between discrete and continuous speech. It is much easier for the program
to understand words when we speak them separately, with a distinct pause
between each one. However,, most users p
prefer to speak
p
in a normal,, conversational
speed. Almost all modern systems are capable of understanding continuous speech.

Pragati Bhati
11‐cse‐2022
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LLet's
t' say you're
'
an executive
ti
att a large
l
corporation.
ti
Y
Your
particular
ti l
responsibilities include making sure that all of your employees have the right
hardware and software they need to do their jobs. Buying computers for
everyone isn't enough ‐‐ you also have to purchase software or software
licenses to give employees the tools they require. Whenever you have a new
hire, you have to buy more software or make sure your current software
license allows another user. It's so stressful that you find it difficult to go to
sleep on your huge pile of money every night.
Soon, there may be an alternative for executives like you. Instead of installing
a suite of software for each computer, you'd only have to load one
application. That application would allow workers to log into a Web‐based
service which hosts all the programs the user would need for his or her job.
Remote machines owned by another company would run everything from e‐
mail to word processing to complex data analysis programs. It's called cloud
computing, and it could change the entire computer industry.
In a cloud computing system, there
there'ss a significant workload shift. Local
computers no longer have to do all the heavy lifting when it comes to running
applications. The network of computers that make up the cloud handles them
instead. Hardware and software demands on the user's side decrease. The
only thing the user's computer needs to be able to run is the cloud computing
system's interface software, which can be as simple as a Web browser, and
the cloud
cloud'ss network takes care of the rest.
rest
There's a good chance you've already used some form of cloud computing. If
you have an e‐mail account with a Web‐based e‐mail service like Hotmail,
Yahoo! Mail or Gmail, then you've had some experience with cloud
computing. Instead of running an e‐mail program on your computer, you log
i to
in
t a Web
W b e‐mailil accountt remotely.
t l The
Th software
ft
and
d storage
t
f your
for
account doesn't exist on your computer ‐‐ it's on the service's computer
cloud.
Abha Singh
10‐cse‐1002
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Specific to heart
Makes it sob
What’s that?
It
It’ss remembrance of a lost one
So near and dear to us
Playing and sharing sweet moments
Suddenly, leaves us
Giving a feeling of agony
A void, a hole, a scar
That remains there on the heart
Can never be healed
And whenever eyes visualizes those moments
Tears often roll down on the cheeks
How difficult it is to forget them
Only God can heal the scars
A d provides
And
id us with
ith the
th strength,
t
th
To live our life without them.

Sunil Bali
10 cse 1112
10‐cse‐1112
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